‘I COULDN’T IMAGINE ANY WORLD OUTSIDE WALES’: THE
PLACE OF WALES AND WELSH CALVINIST METHODISM IN
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Abstract: This essay explores the vital place of Wales, and Welsh Calvinist Methodism, in Sebald’s
Austerlitz. I argue that to an extraordinary extent Wales, in terms of both a landscape and a site of
childhood events, functions as a marker and a point of comparison which echoes during the rest of
what unfolds. I also suggest that some of the marks of Welsh Calvinism – such as providentialism,
predestination, and fatalism – lie behind the narrative thrust of the novel, as events unfold which
happen in ways which Austerlitz cannot easily explain. In this reading, Calvinism becomes one of the
keys to the narrative structure of the book and Austerlitz’s feeling that he is one the elect resonates with
both a Calvinist theology and an Israelite sense of identity. The essay ends by suggesting that the care
with which the ‘Welsh’ section of Sebald’s book is constructed reveals Sebald’s own ‘love affair’ with
the Welsh landscape. It is worth at least speculating that during his time as a lector in German at The
University of Manchester, from 1966 to 1970, Sebald took time to explore the nearby spectacular
landscape of Snowdonia which later featured so centrally in his breathtaking novel.

What I want to do in this short essay is to say something about the vital place of Wales, and
Welsh Calvinist Methodism, in Sebald’s European novel, Austerlitz. The fact that Dafydd
Elias, as Jacques Austerlitz thought himself to be until nearly the age of 16, was fostered in
1939, aged 4 and a half, by a childless Welsh Calvinist minister, Emyr Elias, and his wife
Gwendolyn, who lived in a house in the hills just outside the small Welsh town of Bala (and
who had hoped eventually to adopt him), was perhaps not that unusual. Wales was one of
the main destinations for children evacuated from London and the Home Counties during
?WZTL?IZI[_MTTI[JMQVOZMOIZLMLI[I[INMPI^MVNWZaW]VOZMN]OMM[NZWUN]Z\PMZIÅMTL
in Europe, including young Jewish boys like the young Austerlitz who found themselves there
because of the Kindertransport.2 Nevertheless, what I want to foreground is the way in which
Wales, and Welsh Calvinist Methodism, as the context for Austerlitz’s formative upbringing
and earliest memories, become unusual reference points for his unfolding narrative. I will
suggest that, to an extraordinary extent, Wales, both in terms of it as a landscape (and often
;MJITL)][\MZTQ\bQ[Y]Q\M[XMKQÅKQVPQ[ZMNMZMVKM\WXIZ\QK]TIZTWKI\QWV[IVLI[I[Q\MWN 
childhood events and recollections, functions as a marker, a point of comparison, and a
ground bass, which echoes, and is frequently recounted, during the rest of what occurs, to a
degree which may well be unique in twentieth-century European literature.
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Literary critics and cultural historians routinely refer to Austerlitz as a ‘European’ novel, as
a book dealing with the trauma of war, and as a study of the workings of the memory.3 For
all these aspects, they highlight, among other things, the broad geographical coverage of the
novel, ranging from London to Paris, Brussels, Germany and Central Europe, which not
WVTaR][\QÅM[\PMLM[QOVI\QWV»-]ZWXMIV¼J]\Q[IT[WZMTI\ML\W\PM\PMUM[WN _IZIVLUMUWZa
Oddly, the part played by Wales in any of these features has rarely been emphasised, despite
the fact that Wales is the location for more than forty pages of narrative near the start of the
novel, and it is the place where the young Austerlitz spends his war-time years. Wales is also
a recurring trope in Austerlitz’s memory. For example, when in hospital in London towards
the end of the novel (325), Austerlitz thinks a great deal about the minister in the asylum in
the Welsh town of Denbigh, where he died after a mental breakdown after Gwendolyn’s
death. As Austerlitz travels through the Rhineland, the sight of the Mäuseturm makes him
think of Lake Vyrnwy (319), not far from Bala, and while watching the Bastiani Travelling
Circus just outside the Gare d’Austerlitz, among the musical strains he seems to hear is ‘a
long forgotten Welsh hymn’ (383). However, the way in which Wales reverberates throughout
the text, and by which Wales itself becomes part of this wide-ranging European novel – so
that for Austerlitz it is absolutely natural to compare aspects of Welsh landscape and culture
with European landscape and culture – is offset by the fact that Austerlitz later recalls that as
a child growing up in wartime Wales, there was no wireless or newspapers in the manse, and
the minister and his wife never mentioned the war, leading him to remember that at the
time: ‘I couldn’t imagine any world outside Wales’ (78). So there are at least two Waleses in
the novel: an enclosed inward-looking Wales and a Wales which plays a part on a European
stage.
1N \PM[QOVQÅKIVKMWN ?ITM[_Q\PQV\PM\M`\PI[VW\JMMVMUXPI[Q[MLMVW]OPJaKZQ\QK[
even more intriguingly from the point of view of a historian of Christianity, the religious
dimension of the novel has attracted hardly any comment. Perhaps this is because Austerlitz
himself remarks that he has never felt that he ‘belonged to a … religious confession’ (177)
and so critics have not given much concern to the ways in which religion is portrayed and
operates in his story. But this lack of attention to the role of religion in the novel is surprising
since the Wales of Austerlitz’s childhood, as he remembers it up until the age of eleven, is
recollected as being entirely dominated by the Calvinism of his foster parents, making it a
complete totality within itself, unaware of the world beyond it, and where the only frame of
reference and point of comparison is the Bible. In a graphic moment of bibliocentrism, after
identifying with some of the heroes of the Old Testament, Austerlitz remembered thinking
that the picture of the Sinai desert, where the Israelites camped during the Exodus, in his
Welsh children’s bible (and from which he learnt the Welsh language more successfully than
from any other source) looked just like the part of Wales where he grew up (77). As he
recollected it, Austerlitz actually felt closer to the people in the bible illustration than to what
he recalled as the increasingly strange-seeming world in which he lived, and he was
particularly drawn to what was going on inside the tent in the middle of the picture with the
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cloud of white smoke. This is presumably meant to be a representation of the Jewish
tabernacle, although it is not clear whether the white smoke/cloud is meant to signify the
burning of incense in the tabernacle or the white cloud God sent to guide the Israelites
through the desert. And, from the point of view of the novel more generally, why was the
Calvinist-educated young Austerlitz so fascinated by the tabernacle? It may be that he had
imbued a Calvinist sense of election and apprehended a connection between this and the
Israelite sense of themselves as the chosen people of God but, whatever the precise meaning,
in a more general sense it surely underlines the young Austerlitz’s self-understanding in
purely biblical terms. Only after the end of the war, when he broke his parents’ ban on going
to the cinema, and when he was sent to a boarding school in Oswestry – which Austerlitz
saw as a liberation – did this bibliocentric worldview collapse, and he encountered books
other than the Bible, such as geography, history, travel writing and biography (genres and
forms which, of course, are used by Sebald within his text). To some extent, then, the entire
novel could be read, in almost conventional Enlightenment terms, as the gradual withdrawal
of the power and authority of the Bible as it was challenged and replaced by other texts
IVL I]\PWZQ\QM[ JI[ML WV \PQ[_WZTLTa IVL ^MZQÅIJTM M^QLMVKM IVL M`XMZQMVKM 1V \PQ[ \PM
trajectory of the novel as a whole could be envisaged as a move away from the enclosed
world of Wales and Welsh Methodism and into a broader European frame of reference.
Nonetheless, neither Wales nor the biblical and religious models and ways of thinking
disappear from the text. As I have already noted, Wales continues as a reference point
throughout the novel. Additionally, some of the dominant marks of (Welsh) Calvinism –
such as providentialism, predestination, and fatalism – lie behind the narrative thrust of the
novel as a whole, in that events continue to unfold and happen in ways which Austerlitz
cannot easily explain. Calvinism, it could be argued, is one of the keys to the narrative
structure of the entire book. Austerlitz himself, early on his story, accounts for the fact that
he did not know who he really was on ‘an agency greater than or superior to my own capacity
for thought, which circumspectly directs operations somewhere in my brain, [which] has
always preserved me from my own secret, ... systematically preventing me from drawing the
obvious conclusions’ (60). There are clear intimations here of a Calvinist God, where the
emphasis is on the contrast between divine intelligence and human limitations, and there is
something almost like a sense of predestination, since Austerlitz considers he is being
directed by an external force.4 Elsewhere, Austerlitz admits, in Calvinist fashion, to
apprehending that he was one of the elect: ‘all that school year I felt as if I had been chosen,
and although, as I also know, such a belief in no way matched my uncertain status, I have
held fast to it almost my whole life’ (103). The contrast he perceived between his personal
sense of election and his own unsure position in the world is precisely, according to some
historians, what may have attracted certain individuals and social groups to Calvinism in
certain periods and places in history, although this is also highly debated, and increasingly
historians are wary of making such sweeping connections.5 Nevertheless, the emphasis on
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being one of the chosen, but of also being apart from the world, resonates with both a
Calvinist sense of being one of the elect but also with an Israelite sense of identity and of
being a member of a separate and ‘chosen people’.6
Austerlitz’s memories of his Welsh childhood, and the centrality of religion in it, are
notable on a number of accounts. First is the sense of oppression in the unhappy house
with its locked rooms, and never-opened windows where he felt ‘some kind of captivity’,
[]OOM[\QVO I NMMTQVO WN  MV\ZIXUMV\ IVL []NNWKI\QWV QV I KWVÅVML KTW[ML IVL KWV[\ZQK\ML
system. These are precisely the points which some critics of Calvinism have made of it since
the sixteenth century. Is there also some underlying reference here to the Babylonian
captivity of the Jewish people? The minister’s wife always seemed to him to be cleaning the
house – surely a reference to the protestant / Calvinist work ethic – although she shows none
of that pride in conspicuous consumption, or the sense of comfortable calm and order, and
inner warmth, suggested to Simon Schama in his analysis of seventeenth-century Dutch
paintings of Calvinist house interiors.7 Instead the house was ‘cold and silent’ (62). The
minister himself spent four days a week – in Calvinist manner – preparing his Sunday
sermon in his study.8 Most of the time he seemed in a black mood, until the time came to
deliver the sermon, when he became transformed – almost a changed person– and after
which he became nearly jovial. The sermon itself invariably dwelt on the Last Judgement,
frequently leaving, Austerlitz reminisced, some of the congregation ‘as white as a sheet’ (64).
Second, Austerlitz recalled that Calvinist eschatology was entrenched in his young mind
VW\[WU]KPQVIVa[XMKQÅKLWK\ZQVMPMPILQUJQJMLNZWUPQ[ZMTQOQW][ML]KI\QWVJ]\QV\PM
chiaroscuro – the light and shade – of the minister’s moods, and even more in the changing
gloom and brightness of the mountainous Welsh landscape where dark valleys could
suddenly be covered in sunlight, in what might be termed a ‘biblical sky’. Moreover, it was
the sight of the furnaces near a small town in south Wales, and the view from the hotel
in which he and the minister were staying, which resulted in the minister giving a sermon
the next morning on the wrath of God, petrifying the congregation as he warned of the
devastation which would occur to the homes of people who refrained from keeping
the Sabbath holy. Austerlitz remembered the bomb that fell that afternoon, destroying
homes and killing people in their Sunday best, the dead being, as the minister would judge,
IVL\PMaW]VO)][\MZTQ\bPILITZMILaQV\MZVITQ[ML[QVVMZ[;QOVQÅKIV\TaVMQ\PMZ\PMUQVQ[\MZ
nor the young Austerlitz make any reference to the bomb as an instrument of war, rather
they viewed it as an instrument of divine punishment. All this meant that the young Austerlitz
was left with an Old Testament sense of retribution, punishment and guilt.
As I have already indicated, memories of his childhood in Wales continued throughout
the rest of Austerlitz’s life. There were only two sorts of material objects Austerlitz
6
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remembered in the Welsh manse, and which he kept after the minister’s death, and both had
TQVS[MQ\PMZWJ^QW][WZUWZM[]J\Ta\WZMTQOQWV<PMÅZ[\IVLW^MZ\TaZMTQOQW][LWK]UMV\_I[
the Calendar of Sundays and Church Festivals from 1928 to 1946 published by the Calvinistic
Methodist Church of Wales. In this the minister had recorded the places where he preached
and on which biblical text, and this was a perpetual reminder to Austerlitz of the minister’s
PMTTÅZMXZMIKPQVO<PQ[Q[VW\IÅK\QWVITLWK]UMV\IVL1IU[]ZM\PI\;MJITLIK\]ITTa[I_I
copy, although I have been unable to locate one.
The other possessions were photographs of the old village of Llanwyddn, which had been
submerged by the creation of Lake Vyrnwy in 1888 to provide water for Liverpool.9 This
had been the home village of the minister whose own father had been sub post-master there.
Sebald used ‘real’ photographs in the text: a web-search comes up with several etchings of
\PMWTL^QTTIOM_PQKPIZMR][\TQSM\PMWVM[PM][ML<PMKWUJQVI\QWVWN »ÅK\QWV¼IVL»NIK\¼Q[
one of the hallmarks of Sebald’s writings and is addressed elsewhere in this collection.
1VLMML\PM^MZaNIK\\PI\\PM»?MT[P¼[MK\QWVWN \PM[\WZaQ[[W_MTTQTT][\ZI\ML[MMU[\WKWVÅZU
Q\[KMV\ZITXW[Q\QWV_Q\PQV\PMVW^MT<PMÆWWLQVOWN \PM^QTTIOM·ITWVO_Q\P\PMTW[[WN W\PMZ
villages in Wales and the Lake District in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to
make space for reservoirs to provide water for the growing conurbations of Manchester,
Liverpool and Birmingham – is an extreme example of the ways in which modernity altered
the rural landscape. In the case of Llanwyddn (and this is not mentioned in the text), the
‘drowning of the village’ entailed literally digging up bodies from the graves in the old
churchyard and re-burying them in the new village (which seems to mark a literal return of
\PMLMIL\WMKPW+IZWTM)VOQMZ¼[M[[Ia1V\PMVW^MT\PMÆWWLML^QTTIOM[\IVL[NWZIVW\PMZ
world, being famous for the football matches that had taken place on the green (and hearing
the minister talking about this was the only time Austerlitz remembered him showing warm
human emotions). The young Austerlitz imagines the minister as being the only one who
_I[ [I^ML NZWU \PM ÆWWL# J]\ PM \PQVS[ WN  \PM W\PMZ QVPIJQ\IV\[ [\QTT TQ^QVO \PMZM TQ\MZITTa
underwater. This kind of thought leads him to recall Evan the cobbler (Austerlitz calls him a
‘visionary’ (81)) who had a radically different worldview from that of the judgemental
minister, where death was associated with everlasting punishment, and instead the cobbler
believed that ‘only a piece of silk separates us from the next world’ (76), suggestive perhaps
of a shadowy, liminal and nearly permeable state between the living and the dead. Evan
claimed that he could sometimes see dead people who had been brought back to life and
that he could spot them by the fact that they were shorter than most people and their faces
seemed to blur at the edges, as if they were still half connected to the world of the dead. If I
were to push this a little – and Sebald does not himself make the connection in the text,
although he was himself raised a Catholic – Evan’s religious world view has some resonances
with a Catholic worldview, of praying to saints for intervention, and for souls in purgatory,
where the emphasis is on the endless possibility of a connection with, rather than a separation
from, the next world.10 This is another Wales, a Wales of folklore and spirits, which comes to
H. R. Jones, Lake Vrynwy: the history of a valley and a submerged village (Liverpool: D. Marples, 1892).
It is perhaps worth noting that although Sebald often denounced organised religion, he could not reject
Catholicism totally: L. Patt, Searching for Sebald. Photography after Sebald (Los Angeles, Institute of Cultural Inquiry,
2007), 67. Patt suggests he was an embodiment of the phrase: ‘There is no such thing as a Lapsed Catholic’. For
a vivid evocation of the Catholic world view see E. Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars. Traditional Religion in England,
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be a kind of counterpoint to the Calvinist worldview of Austerlitz’s childhood.11 It is also no
coincidence that it is Evan’s son who is the projectionist in Bala cinema, and who is seen as a
representative of imagination and freeing the mind after the straightjacket of Calvinism.
This Wales of the imagination perhaps resonates more readily with the world of Austerlitz’s
birth parents; he was, after all, named ‘Jacques’ after Offenbach, and his surname was, he
discovers, the real surname of Fred Astaire.

1N KZQ\QK[_W]TLLW_MTT\WI\\MVL\WUISMUWZMWN \PM[QOVQÅKIVKMWN ?ITM[_Q\PQV
this European novel, it is tempting to conclude by speculating why, and how, Sebald was so
fascinated by Wales. The fact that one of his prototypes for Austerlitz, Susie Bechhofer, had
been sent to Wales on the Kindertransport presumably explains why Wales features at all, and
its place at the start of the novel. But the precision with which the Welsh landscape is
described surely indicates a deeper, more personal engagement with aspects of Welsh
geography and culture than this fact can by itself explain. It is surely not reading too much
into the narrative to suggest that the care with which the ‘Welsh’ section of Sebald’s book is
constructed reveals Sebald’s own ‘love affair’ with the Welsh landscape. It is worth at least
considering that, during his time as a lector in German at the Victoria University of
Manchester from 1966 to 1970, Sebald took time away from his teaching duties to explore
Snowdonia and the Welsh mountains which were only a little over two hours away from the
city in which he worked and lived, a city which is itself the subject of another essay in this
collection.
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